GENERAL INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

1. Regardless of orientation, determine your primary grid lines. It is important to keep the primary grid lines straight and aligned throughout the installation.

2. Lay out modules to construct your pattern. Cut through mounting tape to make adjustments as you go.

3. Corrections of individual tiles within face-mounted sheets may be necessary. Save excess edge tiles cut from sheets to fill in opposing edges later.

HOW TO START

Select a horizontal or vertical orientation and primary edge. A horizontal orientation will have a horizontal primary edge. Lay out sheets in A-B-C-D order along the primary edge of your installation. Repeat A-B-C-D sheets to the opposite edge of your installation to make the first row. Repeat this first row to height or width of installation.

TWILL MODULE BY THE SHEET

The complete twill module is created by joining all four unique sheets end-to-end as shown. Each face-mounted sheet is labeled in the upper left corner with A, B, C, or D. The pattern is created by repeating the twill module to desired height or width.
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